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Abstract

In this paper we propose a distributed approach to the inductive learning problem and

present an implementation of the Distributed Learning System (DLS). Our method involves

breaking up the data set into different sub-samples, using an inductive learning program for

each sample, and finally synthesizing the results given by each program into a final concept

by using a genetic algorithm. We show that such an approach gives significantly better

results than using the whole data set on an inductive learning program. The generality of

this approach is suggested by the variety of domains in which DLS was applied with good

results, including chemical process control, bankruptcy prediction, default loan evaluation,

and loan risk classificadon. We then show how DLS can be generalized to incoiporate any

learning algorithm and present some of the implications of this approach to DAI

(Distributed AI) systems in general and learning methodologies in paiticular. Complexity

analysis further shows that the time complexity of DLS can be made linear with respect to

the size of the problem (data set) irrespective of the time complexity of the learning

algorithm it uses.
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1.Introduction

Distributed Problem-solving (DPS) is becoming an increasingly important means for

computing in many different domains (Decker[1987]). This phenomenon can be attributed

to many factors such as increasing complexity of problems which transcend functional

boundaries, increasing trend towards specialization of skills in narrow functional areas, and

the recent advances in processor fabrication and communication technologies, which

provide incentives for employing multiple processors. In this paper we present a DPS

method, called Distributed Learning System (DLS), for performing the task of inductive

learning.

The problem of rule learning or induction from examples is a very widely studied

problem in the area of machine learning. Algorithms like Version-spaces (Mitchell[1977]),

AQ(Michalski[1983]), ID3(Quinlan[1986]), and PLSl(Rendell[1986]) are a few of the

successful algorithms for learning from examples. All these algorithms operate on the

complete data set to find the concept (or rules) explaining them.

Applying the DPS approach as a new learning strategy, we consider the distributed (or

multi-agent) approach to learning from examples in which the data set is divided into

different sub-sets and given to different agents (inductive learning programs). The learning

results from the agents are then synthesized into the fmal solution. We will show that the

DPS approach produces better results than using the whole data set on a single agent . The

DPS approach uses the architecture of the double-layered learning system (Sikora &
Shaw[1990]) in which the problem (data set) is decomposed into several sub-problems

(sub-samples) which are then given to PLSl programs; the solutions given by all the PLSl

programs are then synthesized using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). Using the DPS as a

metaphor for the learning process, each PLSl program can be thought of as an 'agent' and

the GA can be thought of as playing the role of synthesizing the 'local solutions' generated

by the agents into a 'global solution'.

There are numerous issues involved in the design of any distributed system, among

which the following are found relevant for the particular type of learning problems

considered in this paper.

- Problem decomposition and task allocation among the agents ; in what way

should the problem (data set) be decomposed for best results?

- Number ofagents : does the performance depend on the number of agents used?

- Diversity ofindividual agents : is it helpful to have diverse concepts generated by

the agents or does homogeneity help?



We tackle each of the above issues and present the computational results which show

that (i) the multi-agent approach gives significantly better results than using the whole data

set on a single PLS 1 program, (ii) the best performance is obtained when the amount of

overlap among the different samples (i.e., task overlap among agents) is minimum, (iii)

the performance to a certain extent does depend on the number of agents (or sub-samples)

used but (ii) above seems to hold in general, (iv) the best performance is obtained when the

concepts generated by different agents are more diverse, and (v) the improvement in

performance is mainly because of the multi-agent approach and not simply because of

combining two algorithms (i.e., PLSl + GA).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in § 2 we give a brief introduction to

Distributed Problem-Solving in general together with motivation for using distributed

approach for inductive learning, in § 3 we give a detailed description of the Distributed

Learning System (DLS) used together with the terminology and the criteria to judge the

performance of the system, in § 4 we present an example which shows in detail the

advantage of distributed (or multi-agent) approach over single-agent approach, in § 5 we

look into each of the above mentioned issues in detail and present the empirical results

which suggest possible solutions for the issues considered, in § 6 we present the

implications of the Distributed Learning System to the DAI systems in general and to

learning methodologies, and finally in § 7 we conclude.

2. Distributed Problem-Solving
2.1 Review

Distributed Problem-solving (DPS) concerns with how the solving of a particular problem

can be divided among different modules (or 'agents' in a multi-agent systems) that

cooperate at the level of dividing and sharing knowledge about the problem and about the

developing solution (Lesser & Corkill[1987]; Smith & Davis[1981]).

There are four phases of the DPS approach: (1) problem decomposition, (2) sub-

problem distribution, (3) sub-problem solution, and (4) answer synthesis.

Figure 2.1 below shows the phases of distributed problem solving (Smith & Davis

[1981]).



Insert fig. 2. 1 here

Bond & Gasser (1988) identify several issues related with the design of any

Distributed AI system, which can help provide a framework for understanding the basic

components of our DPS method.

(1) Description, Decomposition, Distribution, and Allocation of Tasks:

Problem description refers to the formulation of the problem or the representation used for

the problem. Decomposition refers to the question of breaking up the problem into sub-

problems which can be solved by die agents. Decomposition choices are usually dependent

on how the problem is described. In some circumstances, the issue of redundancy among

the sub-problems enters into the decomposition problem. Choices about redundancy are

related to the tradeoffs between efficiency and reliability; redundancy should be eliminated

to improve efficiency, but may be necessary for reliability. Allocation of tasks refers to the

problem of deciding which sub-problems to assign to which agents.

(2) Interaction, Language, and Communication: The problem of interaction,

language, and communication is considered important because it makes it possible for the

agents to combine their efforts. However, several questions such as: what kinds of

interactions are possible? what is the result of this interaction? What kinds of

communication are possible? etc., arise in the design of a DPS system.

(3) Coherence and Coordination: Coherence refers to how well the system

behaves as a unit, along some dimensions of evaluation. Typical dimensions of evaluation

could be solution quality, efficiency, clarity or conciseness of the final solution etc.

Coordination is a property of interaction among some set of agents performing some

collective activity. Coordination and coherence are partially related - better coordination

may lead to greater efficiency coherence. However, good local solutions by the agents do

not necessarily add up to good global behavior, because good local solutions may have

unfortunate global effects. This is especially important in the context of inductive learning

where the local solutions generated by the agents can be local optima. We will see how

DLS overcomes this problem of local vs. global optimum.

(4) Modeling other agents and Organized Activity : This concerns with the

knowledge each agent has about what other agents are doing and what other agents know,

so that they can organize their activities. The main question concerning this is what

knowledge and how should the knowledge of other agents be represented and organized?

Typical types are knowledge of agents capabilities, resources, demands, beliefs, goals,

plans etc.



(5) Interagent disparities: Uncertainty and conflict : This concerns with the

ability of the agents to cope with problems of disparity and uncertainty between their

objectified representations and the affairs to which the representations refer. There is also

the important question of conflict resolution between the agents. Negotiation is often

proposed in DAI research as a conflict-resolution and information-exchange scheme (see

for e.g., Davis & Smith [1983]).

(6) Synthesis of results : This concerns with combining the solutions generated by

the individual agents (often partial and incomplete) to form the complete solution of the

problem. As we will see this is the critical step in the DLS because the individual solutions

generated by the agents are usually local optimum and have to be combined to get a globally

optimum solution.

To illustrate these issues and relate them to more realistic settings, two widely

discussed DPS systems can serve as examples; namely, the group decision support

systems (GDSS) and the contract net system.

GDSS's primary goal is to see that the meetings convened by the group of managers

for decision making are conducted productively. Productivity loss in group activity results

mainly from information loss, information distortion and/or making decisions without

sufficient alternatives to consider (Kramer & King [1988]).

Electronic Meeting Systems (EMS) typify a practical application of GDSSs. In EMS,

agents solve the problem in a series of explore-and-form-consensus cycles. In the 'explore'

part of the cycle each agent searches its own knowledge-base for applicable rules and

transforms the problem to a new intermediate state, representing an individual partial

solution. In the 'form-consensus' part of the cycle, agents compare their individual partial

solutions and arrive at a group partial solution representing agreement or consensus. Each

agent now discards its individual partial solution and uses the group partial solution as the

starting point for the 'explore' part of the next cycle. This method is efficient only when

there is a high degree of overlap between individual agent's knowledge-bases. When

overlap is not high, consensus formation essentially involves a few agents (those with

high overlap) while the other agents remain passive participants. This leads to poor

utilization of the group for problem solving since the passive agents are distracted from

their individual focus by the consensus formation activity.

Contract Net was a distributed problem-solving system designed by Randall Davis

and Reid Smith (Davis & Smith[1983], Smith[1980], Smith & Davis[1981]). The primary

goal of this system was opportunistic, adaptive task allocation among a collection of

problem solvers, using a framework called "negotiation", based on task announcements,

bids, and awarded "contracts". In this, an agent needing help (called the manager) with a



task can divide it into subtasks and negotiate a contract for each subtask with the other

agents (called contractors). The manager for a task makes a task announcement giving a

description of the task and eligibility requirements of the agents who may bid for the task.

The manager - contractor relationship ceases to exist when the task is completed. The

contract net protocol thus dynamically decomposes problems, allocates the tasks, organizes

agents in heirarchies for the purposes of control in achieving these tasks, and disbands the

heirarchies once the tasks are complete.

2.2 Motivation for applying DPS to Inductive
Learning

Traditional work in inductive learning from examples, for the most part, has been set in the

context of single agent. In other words, a given problem data set is used by a single

inductive learning program to induce a hypothesis. The major motivation for distributed

approach to learning lies in the potential it offers for making available more problem

solving power, by applying a collection of intelligent agents to the solution of a single

problem. It may, for example, be more efficient to use 5 inductive learning programs, each

working in a cooperative fashion, on one fifth of the problem, than using a single program

on the whole problem, provided there is a way to synthesize those solutions and provided

the final solution quality does not suffer. This is especially true in real world applications

which involve processing huge amount of data like stock market analysis, chemical process

control, effect of product attributes on consumer choices etc., to name a few. Recent

advances in parallel processing point to the potential for executing such a distributed

learning program in parallel.

There has been a major effort in using distributed approach for inductive learning in

the form of connectionist research, using neural net modelling where the computational

structures used are layers of "neurons" (small processing units) interconnected with

weights. However, one major difference between the connectionist approach and DPS

approach to inductive learning is the grain size of the processing units. DPS approach

addresses the problems of designing and analyzing large-grained coordinated intelligent

systems whereas Connectionist research is devoted to explaining higher-level reasoning

processes by reference to highly parallel collections of processes made up of very simple

computing elements.

Another source of inspiration for DPS approach to induction has been the work of



Laughlin on Collective Induction (CI) (Laughlin [1983,85,88]). In CI, the task assigned to

the human group is to induce a concept description from positive and negative exemplars of

the concept. The experiment begins with a positive exemplar being presented to the group.

Each member then comes up with a concept description which is consistent with this

exemplar (individual hypothesis). This is then compared with those of the other group

members and by a process of discussion, a consensus is reached on what the concept

description should be (group hypothesis). This is then tested in the light of new exemplar

and the cycle of problem solving is repeated for a fixed (predetermined) number of times.

Q is thus an incremental process where successive refinement of individual and group

solutions takes place in response to new data about the problem. Thus, CI uses the

explore-and-form-consensus approach but does so after each agent has solved the entire

problem.

All these developments indicate that it may be advantageous to employ multiple agents

in problem-solving situations. In this paper we use the rule-induction task to illustrate:

(l)how a DPS approach can be applied to rule induction, (2) how does the approach

compare to other methods for the same task, and (3) what are its performance

characteristics.

3. The Distributed Learning System
3.1 Design

As mentioned before, in the distributed approach of problem solving the important steps

are: (i) problem decomposition, (ii) task allocation to the individual agents, (iii) problem

solving by the individual agents, and (iv) synthesis of the solutions given by the individual

agents. Before discussing the DLS system, however, we first define the terminology which

we will be using in evaluating the performance of the DLS approach.

Problem decomposition is achieved by dividing the original data set into sub-samples

by using the jackknife technique (Efron[1982]). In jackknife technique one or more data

points are randomly removed from the data set to obtain a sub-sample. We use the

jackknife technique of 'leave-out r ' which we define below:

Definition 3.1 : A random sub-sample from the original data set is obtained by the

jackknife technique of 'leave-out r ' (0 < r < 1) if each example in the original data set has a
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probability of (1- r ) of being included in the sub-sample.

Since one of the issues is deciding what kind of decomposition is best, we define a

m decomposibility index d , which also measures the amount of overlap between subsamples.

Definition 32 : The decomposibility index J , for a particular problem decomposition, is

defined as the ratio of average si2e of each sub-problem to the size of the original problem,

i.e.,

d = (average size of sub-problem) / (size of the original problem)

In this case the size of the problem corresponds to the number of the examples.

Note that Q < d < 1, the value of 1 corresponding to the extreme where the whole

problem is allocated to all the agents. Also, for a jackknife technique of 'leave-out r \ the

size of a sub-problem is a binomial random variable with parameters (N, 1- r ), where N is

the size of the original problem. Therefore,

d =N*(l-r)/N =(l-r).

As mentioned before, the decomposibility index d also defines the amount of task overlap

(or redundancy as mentioned in § 2.1) among the agents. Specifically,

Definition 3.3 : For a given decomposibility index d and the number of agents n , the

total amount of task overlap, to among the agents is given by

to ={d*n -1)N,

where N is the size of the original problem.

I

Note that there is no task overlap, i.e., to = 0, when d = Vn .

In order to compare the concepts generated by the DLS system based on their generality,

we define a generality index g as follows:

I Definition 3.4 : For any given concept or rule C, the generality index g is defined as the

, ratio of number of unseen examples it can cover to the number of all possible examples. In

^ other words,

^ g = fraction of the instance space covered.

Thus, a concept Ci is more general than C2, if ,g 1 > ,g 2-



3.2 A Distributed Problem-Solving Approach to

Learning

The Distributed Learning System for rule learning is shown in fig. 3.1 below. We discuss

each of the issues mentioned in § 2.1 as they relate to the DLS.

Insert fig. 3.1 here

The above figure illustrates the different steps in the distributed problem solving

approach as mentioned before.

Decomposition: The problem decomposition step consists of breaking the original

data set into n random sub-samples using the jackknife technique. The question of

redundancy also arises here in the form of: what decomposibility index is best? As

mentioned in § 2 we would like to minimize redundancy to improve efficiency but at the

same time not reduce the solution quality. As we will see in the empirical results, the best

performance is obtained when the redundancy (or task overlap) is minimum. There is also

the factor of number of agents. In most of the DPS systems this is not considered a factor,

however as we show later the performance of the DLS does depend on the number of

agents used.

Allocation of tasks: Each generated sub-sample is allocated to an agent (inductive

learning program), in this case PLS 1 . Allocation of tasks is not a issue here since all the

agents are similar. However, an alternative view of this approach would be to view 'tasks

as agents' instead of 'resources as agents', in which case the allocation of resources to

tasks is uniform since each task (subsample) gets a PLSl program (resource).

Coherence: Coherence of the DLS, i.e. how well DLS behaves as a unit, is

measured in terms of solution quality, efficiency, and the conciseness of the final solution.

Interaction and coordination : Since there is no interaction among the agents in

DLS once the subproblems are distributed, hence the traditional issues of a DPS system

like interaction, language, communication, conflict, modeling other agents etc. do not hold

here.

Solution synthesis: The individual results of all the n agents are taken as input by

the genetic algorithm which synthesizes all the solutions and gives the final concept Q. The

synthesis step is the most critical mainly because of two reasons. First, the concepts given

by the different agents are themselves complete rather than just being separate parts which

can be added together. In other words, synthesis step does not involve just taking the union

10



of the individual agent results but involves combining the important features of each agent's

result to form a concept which is more accurate and concise than each of the individual

results. This is thus similar to the formation of 'group hypothesis' from 'individual

hypothesis' in Collective Induction, as mentioned in § 2.3. Second, the concepts generated

by the agents (PLS 1 programs) have to be made compatible with the representation used by

the GA (see appendix A for a review on genetic algorithm). We, therefore, describe the

synthesis step of the DLS system in detail in the next section.

3.3 Concept Synthesis

In order to understand the synthesis step we should first understand the representations

used by the PLSl programs and that used by the GA (which is similar to PLSl).

3.3.1 Representation used by PLSl and GA

The concept given by PLSl is represented in the form of regions (Rendell[1986]), where

each region is represented by conjunction of intervals for each attribute. In other words, the

concept given by PLS 1 can be represented by

P = P, V... V P^

={ ( di, <x, < ei , ) & ...& ( dik <Xk < e,k) } V ... V { ( d„i <Xi <e„, )

& ...& ( d^ <Xk < e^) >

= <|,1 & |,2&-& llk> V <l21 & I22&-& l2k> V...V {In,, & l„,2&-& lmk>

where each Pi corresponds to a region and is represented as conjunction of intervals
§jj

corresponding to the attribute Xj, j = l,2,...k.

The representation used by GA is similar, except that instead of using the whole

concept P as a single member in the population (for reasons explained in §3.3.2), it uses

each region as an individual member. Thus, the concepts generated by the PLSl progrimis

are first broken into individual disjuncts and then given to the GA as initial population.

3.3.2 Synthesis Step

There are two ways of synthesizing the concepts generated by the PLSl programs using a

GA. One way is to let each member in the population represent a complete concept ( Pi v

P2 V ... V Pni) generated by each PLSl program.

11



Alternatively, tiie other method is to let each member be just a single disjunct Pi = (^14

&... & |ki,i)- Since each PLSl, working on a different sample, gives a concept of different

length (number of regions), hence using the first method results in a population for the GA
wherein each member has a different length. Also, since we want to get a more concise

concept, we would like to get more powerful disjuncts (or rules). Hence, to avoid the

problem of variable length of each member and to make the disjuncts compete against each

other, we use the second method in our GA. In this method, the GA tries to find the best

possible disjunct (i.e., covering as many positive examples as possible) by recombining the

disjuncts given by the PLSl programs. After it converges, the best disjunct found is

retained and the positive examples which it covers are removed. The process is again

repeated to find a new disjunct to cover as many of the remaining positive instances as

possible. This process terminates after all the positive instances are covered. The fmal rule

is then the disjunct of all the disjuncts found.

3.3.3 Evaluation function used by GA

The goal of the ideal learning system would be to obtain a concept which covers all the

positive examples without covering any negative examples. However, when dealing with

real world data there may be noise associated with the data, in which case the above

requirement of not covering any negative examples has to be relaxed. Also, in this specific

case, the positive and negative examples actually correspond to two different classes which

are complement of each other. Therefore, when the learning program gives a concept C for

the positive examples, we would also want C* (complement of C) to be the concept for the

negative examples. Thus a concept C in this case actually represents two different mutually

exclusive classes and therefore there are two accuracy terms associated with C.

Consequently, the evaluation function should be based on maximizing both the accuracy

terms.

Let P - total number of positive examples,

N - total number of negative examples,

p - number of positive examples covered by the concept, and

n - number of negative examples covered.

As mentioned, the evaluation functions can be derived based on the optimization

formulation of maximizing the two accuracy terms. The multi-objective function is reduced

12



to a single objective function by taking a convex combination of the two functions.

The two accuracy terms can be defined as:

F^ = - and Fz =
P N

Let the objective function be a convex combination of Fi and F2

max. F= a.Fl +(l-a).P^

where 0<a< 1.

Let a = P / (P+N), so that the two accuracy terms get weightage which is proportional to

their class representativeness.

The objective function then becomes:

F = —^.[p + N-n]
P + N ^

Multiplying by the constant (P+N) we get the fitness function P as:

F' = p + N - n, P £ [0, P+N]

4. Advantages of Multi-agent Approach over
Single-agent: an Example

For the empirical analysis, a large real world data set from a chemical plant was used for all

the experiments discussed in this and next section. The problem concerned with controlling

a chemical process, producing a certain chemical product, with about 30 process variables.

In the process of producing the product an undesirable byproduct was produced which was

not measured directly. To remove this byproduct an expensive chemical was added in just

sufficient quantities to chemically remove the byproduct from the product. The problem

was to change the controllable process variables (9 out of the 30 variables) so that the usage

of the expensive chemical was minimized. Since there are no theoretical formulae linking

the process variables with the amount of product produced, the only way to solve this

problem is to induce the relationships based on a set of actual plant readings. The problem

was formulated as a single concept learning problem by considering the examples

corresponding to large quantity of the expensive chemical used as being positive examples

and the rest as negative examples.

13



The data set had 572 instances of which 355 were positive and 217 negative examples

and it was randomly broken up into a training set of 458 and a testing set of 1 14 examples.

In this section we present an example to show the advantage of using a multi-agent

(distributed) problem solving approach to inductive learning vis-a-vis that of using a single-

agent approach.

The following parameter values were used for the DLS: n=5 and d=0.2. We present

the detailed empirical results for different values of n and d in §5 where we show that best

performance is obtained for these parameters values. Figure 4.1 shows the learning result,

in the form of concept description, of the single-agent approach, the results of the

individual agents in multi-agent approach and the final results in the multi-agent approach

obtained by synthesizing the results of individual agents. We explain in detail each part of

the computer output below.

Insert Figure 4.1 here

4.1 Single-agent results

In this sub-section we discuss the results obtained by using the single-agent approach to

inductive learning where we used the whole training set of 458 instances on the PLSl

program (with s=l)^. As can be seen from Figure 4.1, the rule-size of the concept given by

the single-agent approach was 17. The concept is therefore (ri V r2 V . . .V rn) where each

rule ri contains the interval ranges for the 9 variables (the complete range is 0-63) followed

by the number of positive and negative examples covered from the training set and the

number of positive and negative examples covered from the testing set. For example, the

eight rule, rg, says that if the 9 variables are within their respective intervals then it correcdy

explains 176 of the 276 positive examples from the training set, at the same time wrongly

covers 12 of the 182 negative examples, and correctly predicts 50 of the 79 positive

examples from the test set while wrongly predicting 6 of the 35 negative examples. Thus,

the result from single-agent approach is: (prediction) accuracy = 83.3% and rule-size =17.

^ is the significance level used by the PLSl program which corresponds to the approx. noise level in the

data.
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4.2 Multi-agent results

Figure 4. 1 also shows the results given by the 5 individual agents, each working on 20%

of the training data set and the final result given by the DLS, which takes the results given

by the 5 agents and synthesizes them using GA. Table 4.1 shows the prediction accuracy

and rule-size of each individual agent and that of the final result given by the DLS, together

with the generalization index g of the best rule from each of them.

Insert Table 4.1 here

As can be seen, the best result given by an individual agent (agent 3) is: accuracy =

79.8% and rule-size = 4, and the final result obtained by synthesizing the 5 results is:

accuracy = 86% and rule-size = 3. Thus, the synthesizing step improves upon the

individual results given by the agents by a minimum of about 9% in accuracy and 25% in

rule-size and is better than the single-agent result by about 3.2% in accuracy and about 82%

in rule-size. Also, the g index shows that the solutions generated by the agents are local in

scope as their best rule covers about 1% of the instance space on average as compared to

about 3% covered by the best rule from DLS. This shows that the synthesis step (using a

GA) has the ability of combining the local solutions reach a "group solution" by performing

a more globally oriented search. Figure 4.2 summarizes the comparison of performance of

the distributed approach vis-a-vis that of a single-agent.

Insert Figure 4.2 here

5. Empirical Results

5.1 Experiment details

The same real world data set from the chemical process control problem was used for all

the experiments discussed in this section. In each experiment the data set was randomly

broken up into a training set of 458 and a testing set of 1 14 examples. All the results given

are the average of 5 runs with a different training and testing set used in each run.

The following parameter values for the GA were used for all the experiments: total
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number of generations used was 100, Baker's (1987) SUS algorithm was used for

selection, uniform crossover operator was used with probability 0.7, and probability of

mutation was 0.05. The population size was determined by the results from the PLSl

programs and was usually directly proportional to the value of d for each n.

The Distributed Learning System is implemented in Common Lisp on a TI-Explorer

machine.

5.2 Single-agent (PLSl) results

Table 5.1 shows the PLSl results which are the average of 5 runs. PLSl program has a

parameter called significance level (corresponding to the noise level in the data) which can

vary from to 1, and the table contains the results when sig. level s=0 and s=l. The

significance level is an optional input for the PLSl program which takes the default value

of if it is not specified. We have also included the results obtained after pruning the PLSl

results, though this is something which is not part of the PLSl program and is done

manually. In pruning the PLSl results we eliminated all those regions which covered less

than 5 positive examples as they were found to be insignificant. However, for the DLS

system we used the PLSl results (for each sub-sample) for s=l but without pruning and so

the improvement brought on by the DLS system is effectively over that of the PLSl results

with s=l and without pruning.

Insert table 5.1 here

5.3 DLS results

5.3.1 Effect of problem decomposition and
number of agents used.

In order to find a suitable answer for the different issues mentioned in §1, we carried out

number of experiments to determine the effect of changing the number of agents used and

problem decomposition on the coherence of the system as measured by the prediction

accuracy, conciseness (as measured by the rule size), and efficiency (as measured by the

CPU time).
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Table 5.2 shows the results (all values are average of 5 runs) for different values of n

(number of agents) and d (decomposibility index). Figure 5.1 shows the plot of the

prediction accuracy results for different values of d corresponding to different values of n,

together with that of PLSl. Figure 5.2 shows the plot of rule size for different values of d

corresponding to different values of n, together with that of PLSl. Figure 5.3 shows the

plot of CPU time (in hrs.) for different values of d corresponding to different values of n,

together with that of PLS 1

.

Insert Table 5.2, Figure 5.1-5.3 here

We can see that for each value of n there is a general trend where the maximum

accuracy is mostly achieved when the amount of task overlap is minimum, i.e., around d

=l/n. Also, the peak performance when n = 2 and 5 is significantly better than PLSl in

terms of prediction accuracy and rule size, and the CPU time is also comparable. For n=5

and d =0.2 there is an increase in prediction accuracy over that of PLSl by about 2% and

decrease in the rule size by about 82%. However, the prediction accuracy starts to decrease

as the value of n is increased and this can be explained by the loss of data

representativeness as the sample size decreases. Thus, the performance of DLS depends on

the number of agents used with the best performance occurring when 5 agents are used

with no task overlap.

The improvement in performance of DLS over that of PLSl (especially the

improvement in rule size) can also be seen by the improvement in the best rule generated by

the system. Table 5.3 shows the comparison of the best rule from the concepts generated

by DLS and PLSl.

Insert table 5.3 here

The above comparison shows that DLS improves the prediction accuracy of the best

rule from 74.2% to 79.7%, an increase of about 7.4% which helps in reducing the average

rule size of the concept from 17.4 to 4.2. It can be seen that DLS produces a more general

rule (as shown by the g index) and increases the classification accuracy thereby making it

more accurate in prediction. This also shows that multi-agent approach using a GA gives a

more globally oriented result than the single-agent approach.
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5.3.2 Effect of diversity

We also tested the hypothesis that the performance of the system is increased when there is

diversity in the concepts generated by individual agents. We carried out experiments for

n=5 and d =0.2 wherein we simulated varying the diversity of the concepts generated by

the agents. Table 5.4 shows the results (all values are average of 5 runs) of these

experiments, where the diversity number refers to the number of different agents used. For

example, the diversity number ' 3 (1+2+2)' means that there were 3 different types of

concepts used with two concepts used twice each to get a total of 5 concepts used by the

GA. Figure 5.4 shows the plot of accuracy as a function of diversity. As the results show

there is a general trend of increasing accuracy as the diversity increases (except for the

diversity number 4).

Insert Figure 5.4 and Table 5.4 here

5.4 The Application Domains

Besides the process control application used in the empirical study here, other applications

of this approach to financial problems can be found in Sikora & Shaw (1990), where three

real world data sets for Bankruptcy analysis. Default loan evaluation, and Loan risk

classification are used to test this approach with good results. Thus the improvement

brought on by the distributed approach has been demonstrated in different real world

classification problems and hence it can be considered sufficiently general.

6. Discussion

We have presented an implementation of the Disti'ibuted Learning System (DLS) and

demonstrated that the distributed problem-solving approach to inductive learning gives

significantly better results than the U^aditional approach. We used one specific example of

the DLS where the individual agents were PLS 1 programs and tested the performance of

the system on the real world data set from a chemical plant. Though we have presented a
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specific example of applying distributed approach to the problem of inductive learning, this

method can be extended to odier domains in general and (distributed) learning in particular.

The most important step which can be invariant across the domains would be the use of a

genetic algorithm for solution synthesis. Below we present some of its implications to DAI

systems in general and Learning methodologies in particular.

6.1 Implications to DAI Systems in general

Two of the important problems in the design of a DAI system are (i) the problem

decomposition and (ii) synthesis of the local solutions generated by the individual agents.

Though (i) was straightforward in the example presented, since it just involved breaking up

the data set, it is not true in general that a given problem can be decomposed in this way.

The question of problem decomposibility in general is domain or problem specific and so

will have to be assumed given if we are to have a domain-independent system. Thus the

most important implication of the DLS system to the DAI approach is a general solution to

(ii) i.e., the feasibility of using a GA as a method for synthesizing the local solutions

generated.

Since the concept underlying the working of a GA is based on the building block

hypothesis , wherein the GA tries to locate good building blocks (in terms of schemata,

Goldberg [1989]) which can be combined to get a near optimal solution, it lends itself

easily to the synthesis of pai^tial solutions generated by the agents. One of t'le problems in a

DAI approach is the conflict of interest between an individual agent and the system as a

whole. In other words, since the agents usually work on sub-problems, they tend to have a

local view of the problem and getting an optimum solution based on the local view does not

always lead to a globally optimum solution. Hence, what is needed for synthesizing these

local solutions is a method which can take these solutions and combine them using a global

search. GA has this unique ability to perform a globally oriented seai'ch using the building

blocks (which in this case are provided by the agents) and so should be the logical choice

for synthesizing the solutions. This is also confirmed in the case of distributed learning by

the empirical results presented in §5, with the major difference being that the solutions

provided by the agents were complete but with local view rather than being partial with

local view.
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6.2 Implications to Learning Methodologies
6. 2.1 Generalizing DLS to include different

algorithms

Though in the DLS system presented, a particular similarity-based learning algorithm

(PLSl) was used, it is entirely possible to replace PLSl with any other learning algorithm

depending on the requirements. For example, it is possible to use IDS programs as agents

in which case the GA takes in several different trees generated by IDS programs based on

the sub-samples and combines them to give a more concise and accurate tree. Comparisons

with DLS and IDS show that DLS is significantly better than IDS (Sikora & Shaw[1990])

and hence it is possible to build a more accurate tree generation program combining IDS

and GA.

In fact, it is even possible to use different learning algorithms as different agents in the

DLS provided we make sure that the representations used are made compatible with that of

the GA. Since the concept of bias^ is an important one in inductive learning and since

different algorithms use different biases (either implicitly or explicitly), using different

algorithms in DLS as different agents provides a unique approach of using multiple biases.

This also has important implications in terms of the solution (hypothesis) quality and

efficiency because usually it is not known a priori which bias is suitable for the problem at

hand and use of wrong bias can sometimes make the problem unlearnable or very

inefficient. Thus combining different algorithms can be an insurance against the above

probleris.

6.2.2 Time complexity

There is however the problem of time complexity for the distributed approach. In order to

fully justify the distributed approach to learning we should not increase the time complexity

over and above that of the learning algorithm (say 'A ') incorporated in DLS. Specifically,

it would be desirable to have a linear time complexity for the distributed approach

regardless of the time complexity of the learning algorithm used. That this is indeed the

case is explained below.

There are basically two parameters on which the time complexity of a learning

algorithm depends, one is the number of attributes (or the dimension of the instance space)

^Bias is related to the representational language used by a learning algorithm which allows it to constrain

the search space of all possible hypothesis.
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and the other is the number of training examples. Strictly speaking the complexity should

not depend on the number of examples given because the algorithm will only need a certain

number of training examples and after it learns the concept it will not use any more

examples. However in practice due to the presence of the noise or due to the algorithmic

bias it is not possible to find a concept which can explain all the examples correctly and the

algorithm needs to use all of the training examples provided, hence the time complexity

does depend on the number of training examples used.

Lets consider the effect of these two parameters independently on the time complexity

of DLS. First lets assume that the dimension of the instance space is fixed (i.e., the number

of attributes is fixed). Suppose that A is linear in time complexity with respect to the

number of the training examples. Assume that N is the total number of training examples

available and n is the number of agents (each using the algorithm A ) used in DLS. Then

the time complexity of A is 0(/(N)), where /(N) is some linear function of N, and that of

DLS is 0(/(N)+ LP), 3 where L is the length of each member of population in the GA
which depends on the number of attributes (and hence is constant) and P is the population

size which depends on the number of agents n (and hence is constant for a given n). Thus

the time complexity still remains linear, however in terms of absolute CPU time DLS

would be slower than the learning algorithm used by the agents because of the overhead

spent in solution synthesis. But there is another important fact about the DLS ai'chitecture

(and in general about any DAI system) and that is the inherent parallel problem solving

done by the agents, which in this case is simulated serially. Hence it is possible to reduce

the CPU time if we have multiple processors (equal to the number o*"' agents), each doing

the job of a single agent (algorithm A ). In fact it is even possible that the total time taken by

DLS in this case would be less than the time taken by the algorithm A working on the

whole data set.

However if the algorithm A is not linear in time complexity then one would expect that

DLS would also be not lineai-. But it turns out that it can still have linear time complexity

provided we have the parallel architecture. This is so because with the increase in the

number of training examples N, we can also lineai'ly increase the number of agents n

(keeping the number of training examples per agent as constant) and hence keep the time

taken by the agents same. Then the only increase in time would be due to the complexity

0(LP) of the GA, which is again linear in N."^ Thus, the time complexity ofDLS remains

linear with respect to the number oftraining examples even if the learning algorithm it uses

'Since each agent handles a fraction N/n of the data set and since there arc total of ii agents, hence their

total time complexity is /(N) and the time complexity of a GA is LP

^Because P is linear in n, and n in turn is linear in N
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has exponential time complexity .

The situation is different for the time complexity with respect to the number of

attributes, since in this case we cannot increase the number of agents as the number of

examples remain same. Hence, DLS has linear time complexity with respect to the number

ofattributes only if the learning algorithm used also has linear complexity. However, the

improvement in CPU time can still be realized by the parallel architecture.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an alternative view of rule learning based on the distributed

problem-solving paradigm. We showed the feasibility of such an approach by

implementing a distributing learning system, and showed the improvement in performance

brought on by the distributed approach.

We hope that this opens up new possibilities in both the fields of machine learning and

Distributed AI. For the machine learning area: (1) it brings the potential ofmore problem

solving power in theform ofdistributed systems, (2) it is sufficiently general to be applied

with any learning algorithm, and more importantly (3) it improves the overall performance

ofthe learning algorithm . For the Distributed AI community: (1) it shows the feasibility of

using genetic algorithm as a means of synthesizing individual agent solutions, and (2)

hop ?fullyfdls the gap in DAI research on collective learning .
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Appendix A: Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are adaptive search algorithms which have the properties of

parallel search and ability to locate global maxima without getting trapped in local maxima.

They represent a class of general pmpose adaptive search techniques which have been used

in a wide range of optimization problems. Goldberg(1989), describes GA as search

algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. They combine

survival of the fittest among string structures with a structured yet randomized information

exchange to form a search algorithm with some of the flair of human search. In every

generation a new set of artificial creatures(strings) is created using bits and pieces of the

fittest of the old; an occasional new part is tried for good measure. While randomized,

genetic algorithms are no simple random walk, they efficiently exploit historical

information to speculate on new search points with expected improved performance.

A GA should be equipped with the following four components for achieving the effect

of rule learning:

(1) a chromosomal representation of solution to the problem.

(2) a way to create an initial population of solutions.

(3) an evaluation function that rates the solutions in terms of their "fitness".

(4) genetic operators that alter the composition of solutions during reproduction

In addition, in applying GA, one needs to decide the various values for the parameters

that the genetic algorithm uses, such as the population size, the number of generations, and

the probability of mutations. As will be seen later in this paper, varying the mutation rate

greatly enhances the GA in terms of avoiding a local optimum and facilitating the

convergence to a good solution.

Since the GA works with string structures (analogous to chromosomes in biological

systems), the hypothesis (or rules or solutions) should be encoded and represented in a

string form. This low level representation with which a GA works is called genotype , and

the corresponding set of apparent characteristics is called phenotype. The individual

elements of the genotype are called genes , and their possible values are alleles.

The GA's work with a population of hypothesis at a time, the number of hypothesis

being a parameter of choice. Each hypothesis is evaluated using the training examples and a

"fitness" score, usually measuring the accuracy of the hypothesis, is assigned to it. Starting

from an initial population of hypothesis, the GA exploits the information contained in the
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present population and explores new hypothesis (abduction) by generating a new

population of hypothesis from the old population through application of genetic operators.

The genetic operators most often used are: (a) reproduction; (b) crossover, and (c)

mutation.

The reproduction operator just duplicates the members of the population to be used to

derive new members. The number of copies that each member (hypothesis) gets is

proportional to its fitness score. Thus the fitness of an individual is clearly related to its

influence upon its future development of the population. When many offspring of a given

individual survive to reproduce, then many members of the resulting population, the "next

generation," will carry the alleles of that individual. Genotypes and phenotypes of the next

generation will be influenced accordingly.

After reproduction, new individuals are generated by selecting two individuals at a time

from the resulting population and applying the operator of crossover. Crossover

exchanges the genes between the two selected individuals(parents) to form two different

individuals. Crossover is the key to the power of the GAs as it helps in combining

information from different hypothesis to discover more useful hypothesis. Usually

crossover is applied with a constant probability Pc-

The mutation operator randomly changes some of the genes in a selected individual

and is applied at a much lower rate(Pin) as compared to crossover operator (i.e., Pm «
Pc ) . The basic GA can thus be described by the following procedure:

PROCEDURE GA (population size n, max. number of generations Ng)

begin;

select an initial population of n genotypes {g};
no-of-generations = 0;

repeat;

for each member b of the population;

compute f( g), the fitness measure for each member; /* evaluation */

repeat;

stochastically select a pair of genotypes gi, g2
with probability increasing with their fitness f; /* reproduction */

using the genotype representation of gi and g2,

mutate a random bit with probability Py; /* mutation */

randomly select a crossover point and
perform crossover on gi and g2 to

give new genotypes g'^ and g'2; /* crossover */

until the new population is flUed with n individuals g'j;

no-of-generations = no-of-generation + 1

;

until the number-of-generations has reached Ng or

one of the genotype is good enough; /* termination */

end;
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Agents Prediction accuracy Rule size g

Agent 1

Agent 2
Agent 3

Agent 4
Agent 5

74.6%
75.4%
79.8%
76.3%
76.3%

4
4
4
4
5

0.00739
0.00655
0.00621

0.0184
0.01293

Synthesis 86% 3 0.0296

Table 4.1 Results of the 5 individual agents together with the final synthesized

result.

PLSl
Accuracy Rule-size CPU

time
g

s =

w/o
pruning 82.3% 49.8 2.5 hrs. 0.00424

w
pruning 77.6% 11.6 - 0.00424

s=l

w/o
piiining 85.4% 17.4 Ihr. 0.0658

w
pruning 84.7% 6.2 - 0.0658

Table 5.1 PLSl results
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n=2

d Prediction Rule-size CPU population g t

accuracy tune size

0.05 70.4% 2.2 10 min. 5.4 0.0124

0.1 72.1% 2.4 12min. 5.6 0.0345 -

0.2 79.8% 3.2 36 min. 11.4 0.0332 -

0.4 81.1% 3.6 1 hr. 16 0.0998 -

0.5 85.1% 3.4 1.42 hrs. 21.4 0.081

0.6 83.9% 2.8 1.4 hrs. 21.8 0.1152 0.2N
0.8 80.5% 2.8 1.72 hrs. 25 0.1467 0.6N

n=5

d Prediction Rule-size CPU population 8 t

accuracy time size

0.05 73% 2 16 min. 9 0.0121

0.1 78.8% 2.8 37 min. 14.4 0.0314 -

0.15 81.6% 3 1.07 hrs. 20.8 0.0816 -

0.2 86.9% 3.2 1.57 hrs. 29.2 0.0764
0.4 84.1% 2.8 2.5 hrs. 44 0.1052 N
0.6 81.9% 2 3.25 hrs. 49.6 0.1604 2N
0.8 82% 2.8 5.5 hrs. 50 0.1145 3N

n=7

d Prediction Rule-size CPU population 8 t

accuracy time size

0.05 77.2% 3 40 min. 15.4 0.0428
0.1 82.6% 3.4 1.25 hrs. 23.2 0.0389 -

0.15 80.5% 3 1.6 hrs. 29.6 0.0414 O.IN
0.2 80.7% 2.8 1.9 hrs. 35.2 0.0508 0.4N
0.4 80.9% 2.8 3.15 hrs. 50 0.0816 1.8N

0.6 81.6% 3 4.2 hrs. 50 0.1346 3.2N

Table 5.2 DLS results for different values of n and d



Method Classification Prediction g
accuracy accuracy

PLSl 56% 53.16% 0.0042

(s=0)

PLSl 76.1% 74.2% 0.0658
(s=l)

DLS 78% 79.7% 0.0764
(n=5,d=0.2)

Table 5.3 Comparison of the best rule from the concept generated by PLSl
and DLS

n=5, d=0.2 1

Diversity Prediction Rule-size CPU pop. size

number accuracy tune

1 79.3% 2.8 Ihr. 26
2 (2+3) 81.1% 2.2 1.1 hrs. 27.6

2 (1+4) 81.2% 2.2 1.3 hrs. 31.4

3(1+1+3) 83.5% 2.8 1.5 hrs. 30.4

3 (1+2+2) 84.4% 4 1.5 hrs. 26.2

4(1+1+1+2) 82.3% 2.8 1.5 hrs. 31

5 86.9% 3.2 1.57 hrs. 29.2

Table 5.4 Results of varying the diversity of concepts generated by agents
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